Principles of wound healing.
Wound healing can be divided into immediate (zero to 1 hour), early (1 to 24 hours), intermediate (1 to 7 days), and late (greater than 7 days) stages. Many physical and physiologic events occur simultaneously and sequentially during these stages to produce the final wound scar. The processes of skin retraction, scab formation, would debridement, wound contraction, epithelial migration and proliferation, fibroplasia, and collagen maturation all must occur for healing to be successful. Many factors affect the size and shape of the resulting scar, including anatomic location and skin tension forces, systemic condition of the patient, blood supply to the wound, nutritional factors, environmental temperature, the presence of systemic drugs, wound infection, motion, wound oxygen gradient, wound moisture, and bandaging. Ideally, each of the factors would occur at a level compatible with optimal healing, but, in many clinical cases, one or more factors compromise normal, rapid healing. When we intervene with therapy, we probably adversely affect another factor in healing, while trying to correct the factor that is out of balance. In these decisions, the effects of our treatment on wound healing should be considered. The trade-off should be weighed and the treatment pursued only as long as necessary to allow healing to progress; then it should be discontinued or changed. With these considerations, it is hoped that we can attain healing at the most rapid physiologic rate.